Contributors

Adam Anderson is a senior at Brigham Young University, studying English and editing. Recently, Adam has become increasingly interested in literary madness. After graduating, Adam hopes to go into the publishing industry.

Marissa Compton is a senior at Brigham Young University, graduating in English and editing at the end of this summer. After graduation, Marissa will start her MA program at Brigham Young University in postcolonial literature. Marissa enjoys yoga, foreign TV, and fruit snacks.

Hadley Griggs is a junior at Brigham Young University, studying English, editing, TESOL, creative writing, and whatever else the advisors will let her fit into her schedule. She would like to one day write the great American novel, but for now she is happy experimenting with short fiction, literary criticism, and sappy poetry.

Frances Koziar earned a BSc from the University of Toronto in 2014, studying archaeology, English, and ecology. Frances started writing creatively when she was eleven years old, and she is currently seeking an agent for her second novel. Frances’s first novel, the teen fantasy The War of the Shard, was nominated for iUniverse’s Editor’s Choice Award in 2012. Frances now studies Aztec sacrifice as a MA student in archaeology at the University of McGill, Montreal.

Chelsea Lee is a sophomore English major at Brigham Young University. After she receives her undergraduate degree, Chelsea plans to continue her education through graduate school. Chelsea is devoted to what she loves and once went all the way to Belgium just to see her favorite painting, after which she almost got stranded in Belgium when she ran out of money and lost her train
ticket back to Paris. Luckily, Chelsea made it back to America and is now enjoying her time here at BYU.

Tyler Moore is a senior at Brigham Young University, studying English and economics. Tyler currently works at the BYU Writing Center, and he aspires toward a career in education reform. After graduation, he will be working with Teach for America, teaching Middle School math in Cincinnati, Ohio. Tyler is also a fanatic of 30 Rock and Dr. Pepper.

Jacob Sloan is currently an undergraduate student in the English, Literary, Textual, and Cultural Studies program at Indiana University of Pennsylvania. His interests include Marxism, modernism, aesthetics, postcolonialism, ecocriticism, and feminism.

Brittany Strobelt is a senior at Brigham Young University, majoring in English and minoring in Asian Studies (China emphasis). Although this is technically Brittany’s last semester at BYU, she will not be graduating for another year—after she completes the capstone portion of BYU’s Chinese Flagship Program in which she will study for a semester at Nanjing University and then complete an internship in China.

James Darrell Thompson is a second-year student in the Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies program at Western New Mexico University. Besides Joyce Carol Oates, James’s research interests include American horror fiction and Chicano literature. He intends to pursue a career in community college teaching.

Hannah Vinchur is a senior at Brigham Young University, studying English and editing. After graduation, Hannah plans on pursuing a graduate degree in English, and she hopes to become like the professors and mentors she has admired while studying at BYU. She considers herself an Anglophile at heart, but her passion for literature does not discriminate by country. Hannah loves to travel, hike, read, fly-fish, and eat. Her favorite animal is the elephant.